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We are proud to share the second Mid-Year Sustainability Report for New Wave Energy Services

Group (New Wave or the Company), covers the period from August 1, 2021 to July 31, 2022. In this

report, we outline key sustainability challenges and share how we have responded to them and our

plans for addressing future challenges. This report highlights our environmental, social and

governance (ESG) practices and performance along with the tactics, activities and initiatives that

support our efforts. Our intent is to provide our stakeholders with a better understanding of our

commitment to conducting our operations in a responsible and sustainable manner.

As New Wave continues to evolve and mature in our sustainability journey, we anticipate reporting on

our achievements, goals and targets in future years based on select established frameworks.

However, in this report, we are pleased to showcase how our priorities align with the Sustainable

Development Goals (SDGs) adopted by the United Nations (UN) and to provide a general overview

on our ESG-focused performance across various metrics and operational segments. Consistent with

industry practice, all reported data presented herein is based on operational control unless otherwise

stated.

References to New Wave, our, we, the Company and the Corporation used within this report refer to

New Wave Energy Services Group.

This report was approved by our executive team and contains forward-looking information and

statements that involve various risks, uncertainties and other factors. The forward-looking information

is based on reasonable assumptions as of the date of the report, but the reader is cautioned that

actual results may differ. Please refer to the Advisory section of this report.

About This Report
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Message To Stakeholders

We are very pleased to share New Wave’s second sustainability report which showcases our clear

commitment to safety, high-quality customer service, and teamwork—as well as strong alignment with

ESG principles. Water handling is a critical element of our client’s ESG performance and we are

extremely proud to be part of their solutions.

With the world reopening through the latter half of 2021 and more fully to date in 2022, there has been

a global resurgence in demand for natural resources, specifically energy. As such, strong prices for oil

and natural gas have driven meaningful increases in industry activity – which New Wave has benefited

from and experienced a commensurate rise in demand for our services. From August of 2021 through

July of 2022 (our measurement period for this report), New Wave safely transferred 259 million barrels

of water – 22% more than the same period the prior year - all with incredibly low injury, incident and

release rates.

So far in 2022, New Wave employees have received a total of 2,150 hours of safety and hazard

identification training, equating to an average of approximately 10 hours per employee. This reflects our

ongoing and unwavering commitment to take care of our people and protect their wellbeing. Since

safety is our number one priority, we focus on preserving the safety of our people and local

communities while also protecting the environment. We also directly tie safety performance with our

compensation which helps to ensure safety is top of mind in everything we do. With a team of

entrepreneurial leaders and ‘Trusted Soldiers’ supporting all of New Wave’s operations and corporate

administration, we have the critical backbone to ensure every employee receives the requisite training,

skills and ongoing support to undertake their job safely, efficiently and effectively. Further, our safety

department remains active in the field, conducting thorough inspections and ensuring our workforce

has the best training and resources available, which resulted in New Wave earning a Certificate of

Recognition (“COR”) rating of 94% in 2021.

“
We are proud to share New Wave’s second sustainability report which showcases our clear 
commitment to safety, high-quality customer service, and teamwork — as well as strong 
alignment with ESG principles.

OUR CORE VALUES:

Timeliness

Teamwork

Commitment

With the increased industry activity and rising prices came inflationary pressures that impacted all

businesses, including New Wave. During the first half of 2022 we faced challenges addressing inflation,

particularly on the fuel side, but as we turned the corner mid year, we started to realize the success of

our earlier efforts. We chose to deal proactively with our customers and be transparent about pricing

adjustments that better reflected the current operating environment. With these adjustments, New

Wave was able to onboard more people, enhance our operational resources and maintain the high

standards our customers have grown accustomed to.
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The majority of our customers truly view themselves as our partners and recognize the need for

changes given we are all sharing the same inflationary challenges. By electing to refurbish and / or

repurpose certain equipment and operational supplies, New Wave has been able to manage rising

material costs and we are being much more proactive for next year by early ordering materials this

year to mitigate ongoing supply chain risk.

Despite these inflationary headwinds through first half 2022, we have been very successful at

attracting and retaining our customers, and we are very proud to report New Wave has started

working with a few new large customer, including a supermajor, a target we have been aiming to

achieve this year. While advancing our business, we also focus on taking care of the environment,

minimizing our impact and being a good neighbor to the communities where we operate. Our goal

is to undertake our operations in a highly responsible manner that respects the land and

communities, reduces our environmental footprint and adheres to the most stringent environmental

practices and regulations.

In 2022, New Wave successfully deployed automation in water transfer in operations in both the

Midland and Delaware basins in West Texas. This deployment has reduced manpower from an

average of three to five people per shift. Reducing manpower requirements leads to less vehicles on

the road, and a less severe impact on the environment, while also increasing New Wave’s safety &

risk mitigation for a safe workplace.

This year, New Wave commenced water treatment for multiple customers and expects to grow this

division aggressively in 2023. Water treatment allows our customers to expend the useful life of

produced water in the completion process and further reduces the demands on freshwater usage.

Liam Balfour, CFA

President & Chief Executive Officer, Director 

In executing on our strategy to generate value for our shareholders and our various

stakeholders, New Wave strives to act with integrity and to protect both our people and the

environment. We support high standards and strong work ethic by providing a Code of

Conduct which requires annual sign-off by all employees. Our annual financial statements are

audited by a global chartered accounting firm, and we maintain robust governance practices

designed to protect both the organization and our shareholders.

Our recruitment and hiring processes ensure that all New Wave candidates feel welcomed,

supported and valued, no matter their background or identity. By leveraging the strengths of all

employees, we are committed to fostering an inclusive workplace with a diverse workforce and

to having board diversity as well. More than 75% of New Wave’s employees are a visible

minority, and more than 50% of our corporate head office employees are female, while 25% of

our board is BIPOC. Even still, we intend to commence a board refresh with the goal of adding

one or two more board members who can further broaden our diversity, skillset and depth.

Based on the current commodity price environment and industry outlook, by the end of 2022,

we anticipate being cash flow positive, enabling us to significantly drive down our debt profile.

Our vision for the coming year includes the realization of some form of liquidity event for

shareholders. With greater financial flexibility and a stronger balance sheet, New Wave would

be ideally positioned for a long-term, sustainable future.

Thank you for joining us on our ongoing journey.

“
New Wave is only as good as our people. 
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Where We OperateCorporate Profile
New Wave Energy Services Group is a private, integrated frac water management company. Our purpose is

to provide environmentally-responsible solutions to help upstream oil and gas clients in key North

American resource plays effectively manage their water, while ensuring a the right balance between taking

care of people, the planet and our profitability. New Wave currently provides water services to 30 storage

and active frac sites in Canada and approximately 18 active frac sites in the US, with zero exposure to high-

risk jurisdictions. Throughout the measuring period of this report (August 2021 – July 2022), New Wave

safely and securely transferred 259 million barrels (bbls) of water for our clients.

At New Wave, we focus on doing the right things in the right way, integrating ESG practices throughout the

organization. Our established framework of accountability and transparency aligns with our core values of

timeliness, teamwork, and commitment, while promoting a culture of health and safety for our people –

whether at work or at home.

People are the backbone of New Wave and we pride ourselves on maintaining a culture of continuous

improvement across services, products and above all, people. We are constantly aiming higher, whether

through the implementation of new technologies or our continuous efforts to elevate safety and employee

training. Environmental considerations represent an integral part of our team’s daily decision-making and

our operational and maintenance practices are earmarked by a focus on sustainability.

In addition to helping New Wave’s clients manage their ever-changing water needs, we also play an

instrumental role in helping them achieve their ESG goals by sourcing, transporting, managing, treating

and disposing of water used in oilfield service activities. In 2022, an estimated 4.25 billion barrels of water

are expected to be required for drilling and completions in the US – up 19% over 2021 – and by 2027 is

expected to grow at a 5% CAGR to 5.4 billion barrels. Produced water volumes are projected to reach 22.5

billion barrels in 2026, with disposal volumes growing to over 7.1 billion barrels in 20271. With tailored

water treatment methods that leverage the use of biocides, filtration, and other systemized processes, New

Wave is positioned to continue providing safe and cleaner solutions for clients over the long term.

Our vision is to create a better future for our clients, communities and the environment through efficient

and responsible water management, while maintaining our commitment to sustainability and strong

customer focus.

1 The US Oilfield Water Management Services Market: October 2022 - Spears & Associates
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Performance Highlights
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SAFETY & 
PEOPLE

ENVIRONMENT

GOVERNANCE

SOCIAL  
LICENSE

SAFETY & ACCOUNTABILITY ARE PRIORITIES
• Workforce heath and safety
• Hazard assessments / safety monitoring
• Operational excellence through continuous innovation 
• Our people (Trusted Soldiers)

MINIMIZING OUR IMPACT 
• Emissions and fuel management 

• Water consumption & conservation

• Biodiversity/ecological conservation

• Spill prevention

INTEGRITY & HONESTY 
• Ethics & transparency

• High-performance and safe work culture 

• Diversity

• Responsible and ethical supply chains 

TRUST OF THE COMMUNITY
• Community engagement

• Managing regulatory and community support

• Consistency of communications and engagement of plans

• Execution of plans and building trust

Material Topics
Our primary sustainability priorities are evaluated annually to ensure we address critical issues 

and opportunities for our business. We have outlined below those pillars and priorities 

considered to be most critical to our stakeholders as well as the future financial and operating 

performance of the business. 

New Wave’s Material Pillars:
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Safety, People & Community
New Wave's commitment to a safe work environment has been engrained within our culture since
day one. It is our philosophy that there is no task worth doing, if not carried out safely. By studying
trends and gathering information from our daily field operations, we can take a proactive approach
to safety, and invest resources in our most critical processes. Our safety department has a very active
role in the field, conducting thorough inspections and providing resources required to educate and
support our workforce where it matters most.

New Wave is committed to the protection and enhancement of corporate resources, in terms of our
personnel, contractors, equipment, work site, those in our communities, and the environment. Our
safety culture is showcased from the top down and represents a vital component of the Company’s
continued success, supplemented by our ability to continuously improve our services, products, and
people in a healthy, safe, and environmentally-sound manner.

To protect our workforce, wherever necessary New Wave will institute effective and efficient

engineering, administrative and operational controls. Training and equipment, appropriate to the

nature of the hazard, will be made available to mitigate both the potential for, and the probability of,

an incident occurring.

We are committed to providing a safe and healthy workplace for all employees, contractors, 

subcontractors, and visitors. 

VISION
A workplace free of incidents 

achieved by our employees and 
respected as a contributor to overall 

performance and our future.

PRINCIPLES
We will comply with all applicable 

regulatory agency requirements and will 
not compromise the health and safety of 
our employees or the public. New Wave 

will provide the required training and 
resources for our people to work safely.

SUCCESS INDICATORS
We will, on a regular basis, benchmark 
our health and safety management 
system against the prescribed industry 
safety standards and continually strive 
for improvement.

There are four dynamic links to New Wave’s successful 
safety management system:

Protecting our people on and off the job

230 employees & consultants have completed over 2,150 hours of safety 
and preventative hazard identification training, equating to an average of 
approximately ten hours per employee. 

Total Recordable Incident Frequencies (TRIF)
Fatalities
Lost-time Frequencies
Total Vehicle Incident Rate (TVIR)

Executive oversight and management of health and safety

MISSION
To be an industry leader in health and 
safety, based upon safety performance 
standards, employee innovation and 
adherence to safe business practices.

9
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New Wave strives to maintain leading health and safety targets among

our industry peers and we intentionally set our internal targets high. We

keep our sights set on achieving zero incidents and always aim to

conduct our work in the safest way possible.

In addition to health and safety targets, we also ensure the New Wave

team tracks leading indicators such as safety inspections, pre-use

inspections, hazard identifications (Haz ID’s), audits, competency

evaluations and positive observations.

New Wave’s comprehensive health and safety management system is comprised of 

policies, programs, safe work procedures and response plans that have been developed 

to keep our people and our operations safe. 

Drug and Alcohol – To help New Wave attain a safe working environment for everyone, employees undergo mandatory drug
and alcohol testing pre-employment, post incident, upon reasonable suspicion, and a return to duty.

Incident Reporting and Investigation – Employees are required and trained to report all incidents, near misses and property
damage, which are carefully reviewed and investigated fully to find immediate triggers and understand the root cause of the
incident. From there, all incidents, near misses or property damage scenarios are appointed corrective and preventive actions
to eliminate recurrence in future, and are tracked through to completion.

Safe Driving – New Wave ensures our vehicles are operated responsibly and in the safest manner possible. Employees‘
licenses and drivers’ abstracts are reviewed and verified and all employees who operate company vehicles are put through a
driver evaluation. Our trucks are outfitted with GPS that allow New Wave to monitor and assess employees driving habits
which gives us the ability to proactively correct deficiencies prior to incidents occurring.

Contractors – Contractors play a vital role in New Wave’s success. Our contractor policy and assessment program ensures that
all contractors are qualified to do the work for which they are hired in a safe and professional fashion. Contractors are assessed
on safety training, safety performance, safety programs as well as insurance limits.

Discrimination, Bullying and Harassment – New Wave has absolutely zero tolerance for any discrimination, bullying or
harassment in the workplace. All such forms are reported and investigated to find root causes. Employees found to be
participating in discrimination, bullying or harassment are subjected to disciplinary action up to and including termination.

Health and Safety Committee – Our Health and Safety Committee (HSC) meets quarterly to discuss health and safety matters
such as inspections, hazard identification, concerns, incidents, programs, and policies, and the team is comprised of four
members who represent both workers and management.

Response Plans – New Wave has implemented response plans which outline requirements and actions that must be taken in
the event of unforeseen emergencies. Response plans have been created and implemented for scenarios such as incidents,
first aid situations, fire, tornados, floods, spills, illness/disease (COVID-19), earthquakes, extreme weather, and security threats.

Health & Safety Practices and Response Plans

Fatalities ZERO

Total Recordable Incident Frequency (TRIF) ZERO

Lost Time Incidents ZERO

Modified Time Incidents ZERO

First Aids ZERO

Near Miss ZERO

Vehicle Incident ZERO

Damage - property, equipment, tools, vehicles ($) ZERO

Spills ZERO

Health & Safety Targets Goal

IT’S ALL ABOUT ZERO

It is our fundamental belief that no work should be 
done if it can not be done safely. 

10
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New Wave has designed and implemented our safety management system based on the Alberta
Association of Safety Partnerships (AASP) framework. A vigorous audit is performed annually by either
internal or external auditors and since 2015, we have attained a Certificate of Recognition (COR) in Canada.
Further, New Wave also maintains an ISNet, Complyworks, Avetta and Veriforce Safety database account
with a green/preferred status and each year, we perform audits and reviews of our health and safety
program.

Each and every member of the New Wave team has specific roles and responsibilities to ensure that our
health and safety management system is implemented, continues to benefit our workforce and most
importantly, reduces risk and helps keeps our employees safe.

Integrating Systems to Foster a 
Culture of Safety

SDG 8: DECENT WORK & ECONOMIC GROWTH
New Wave is committed to the active pursuit of sustainable 
economic growth, supporting full and productive employment 
and ensuring safe, decent work and working conditions. 
We believe in the protection of labour rights. 

Health & Wellness Program and Benefits
People are our greatest asset, and a fundamental factor in the positive promotion of our integrity,
reputation, and vitality. New Wave supports the health and well-being of our employees and their families
by providing a wide array of benefits that doesn’t just stop at maintaining physical health but also extends to
mental health. Our comprehensive benefits package includes coverage of basic life insurance benefits,
accidental death & dismemberment benefits, short term disability benefits, long term disability benefits,
extended health care benefits (such as massage therapy, chiropractic, psychologist, dietician, acupuncture,
vision, prosthetics, and medical services) as well as dental benefits. At our corporate offices, we offer
employees access to a fully outfitted gym.

Post-Pandemic Practices
As the world began to open up and regain a level of normalcy through the latter part of 2021 and during
2022 to date, New Wave has remained diligent about ensuring our people stay safe and healthy. Our
existing plans have helped mitigate the risk of contracting and transmitting COVID-19 and we will continue
to recommend good personal hygiene, hand washing, sanitizing, and monitoring for symptoms of illness as
we move forward.

11
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Flexible work schedules and safe working conditions 
foster a healthy work atmosphere and team morale

Continuous on-the-job training and education incentives to 
enhance ongoing improvement and innovation

Competitive compensation packages, including short 
and long- term incentives to promote goal alignment

OUR PEOPLE ARE OUR STRENGTH

We understand that any company is only as good as its people, and as
a result, we are constantly seeking ways to ensure New Wave offers a
positive work environment for all staff across every level of the
organization. Since our front-line staff are key contributors to our
success, we choose to prioritize making investments in employee
development and elevating the importance of safety throughout
everything we do.

New Wave provides ongoing training and educational support and
broader development for our high performing talent. Within this high-
performance culture, we drive empowerment for our people so they
can deliver results safely and effectively. Incentive programs we
launched in 2021 are designed to better align organization goals with
individual employee performance.

Our People

New Wave is proud to be an equal 
opportunity employer. >75% 

of employees are visible minorities 

>50% 
of our corporate head office 
employees are female
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We believe that by fostering an environment of accountability and teamwork,
New Wave can successfully grow our operations, enhance our profitability and
position the Company for long-term sustainability.

Our team has worked hard to build a culture that encourages employees to take ownership of their roles, take pride
in their work and be responsible operators across all parts of the business to achieve our collective goals.

Who We Are

30 & under

30 to 50

50+

0 20 40 60 80 100

30 & under

30 to 50

50+

Percent

USA Canada

Prioritizing Diversity, Inclusion & Equality
Diversity, inclusion and equality are paramount for New Wave, and we're proud that we've continued to improve on
these measures since our inception in 2011. Our ultimate goal is to ensure that every employee or contractor
working with New Wave remains safe, feels included and is given a voice within the organization. Our people
represent the face of New Wave and embody our integrity, reputation and vitality.

Balancing seasoned experience 
with New Perspectives

Employee Age Range by Geography 
(Canada vs USA)

230 Full-time
(1 Contractor)

38 191

Supervisory/ 
Professional

75% 50%

Employee 
Age Ranges

Our Employee Base

98%
Voluntary 
Turnover

20%

Management/ 
Executive

5%

Field 
Operations

Women
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New Wave strives to be a responsible member of the communities that not only host our operations, but where we
live, work and play. We look to contribute to our communities both financially as well as by donating our time.
Above all, we take great care to try and minimize any potential adverse impact our operations could have on
neighboring communities.

Investing in Future Generations

14

We recognize the importance of helping to shape the minds of future generations. In keeping with this, New Wave
established the New Wave Energy Services Scholarship (“NWESS”), launched at the College of Engineering,
University of Texas, Permian Basin. This scholarship continues to provide much needed financial support to
students who are conducting research to advance the science and art of produced water technologies in the Texas
Water and Energy Institute. The scholarship will be awarded to qualified students based on award criteria.

In addition, New Wave’s CEO, Liam Balfour, joined the Board of Advisors at the University of Texas to help further
the school’s water management program and advance development of its profile in the industry.
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Our Environmental Commitment
As responsible stewards of the environment, New Wave’s people are empowered to identify and

take any necessary action within their control to mitigate negative or adverse environmental impacts

stemming from our operations. Throughout everyday decision making, operations and

maintenance practices, we integrate the concepts of environmental responsibility and safety.

Our core business is to provide solutions for industry clients to effectively handle their water while

also practicing good waste management practices. As such, New Wave is instrumental in helping to

support the achievement of ESG targets and protecting the environment, safeguarding water

sources and helping to protect national water supplies.

We have set ambitious environmental targets designed to support New Wave’s long-term resilience

while continuing to improve our services and products and above all, keep our people safe, healthy

and engaged.

New Wave has annual SMART objectives that are reviewed quarterly by management to ensure
accountability is being achieved.

Specific
Measurable
Attainable
Realistic
Time-Bound

Environmental objectives and goals

Environmental management polices, practices & objectives

15

SDG 15: LIFE ON LAND
We strive to minimize land and biodiversity impacts in the 
course of ensuring our customers’ water management needs 
are fully met while also adhering to responsible ESG 
principles..

New Wave has established robust environmental policies designed to help us operate in the most

responsible manner, including ensuring our operational sites are free from debris, garbage and

hazardous products. Through our environmental impact-reduction strategies we seek to protect the

areas where New Wave operates and to promote sustainable behaviors both in our field operations

and in our office.

We also ensure New Wave’s team undertakes environmental due diligence across all of our
operations with environmental considerations forming part of our daily decision making. All
employees and contractors are responsible for the identification of potential environmental impacts
and must take the necessary actions within their control to prevent incidents from occurring. New
Wave shall use, store and dispose of products in such a manner that will provide appropriate
protection to the environment. This includes working closely with all clients to coordinate the
disposal of all waste products during which our potential impact on the environment would consist
only of any vehicular/containment spill or leak. New Wave ensures spill kits are available for any
such event.

Zero environmental releases onto the ground or in any body of water;

All environmental releases to be investigated regardless of the severity;

Environmental awareness training for all personnel;

All on-site garbage must be disposed of as soon as possible. If there is no immediate
disposal bin on hand, garbage must be contained to prevent being blown by the wind or
spread of wildfire; and

When environmental hazards exist, ensure there is a spill response plan in place.

Our environmental objectives include: 
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Maintain organization-wide commitment to measuring and subsequently reducing New Wave’s
GHG and CO2 emissions over the coming years.

Set specific targets from baseline year end 2021 for the reduction of GHG emissions intensity
and strive to be one of the lowest GHG emissions intensity in the service sector.

Reinvest carbon offset revenues into clean technology development to help further reduce
New Wave’s corporate emissions.

Emissions

Canada is a recognized leader globally for carving new paths and identifying innovative opportunities

to address climate change using advanced technologies. As the world has emerged from the

restrictions of COVID, the supply – demand imbalance for commodities has exposed critical energy

and power shortages, underpinning ongoing oil and gas market activity. At New Wave, we recognize

that supporting the production of safe and reliable energy is essential to drive our global economy

forward, which must be balanced by implementing greenhouse gas (“GHG”) emission reduction

projects.

We are proud to be a positive contributor and partner to clients who are tirelessly striving to help meet 
the world’s energy needs. By assisting our clients with their water management needs, New Wave has 
prevented 9.4 million tonnes of CO2 from entering the atmosphere and we have successfully removed 
2.4 million trucks from the road. 

New Wave empowers our people to implement new ideas, solutions and technologies to improve

our environmental performance on all fronts, and at all times.

Our long-term strategy focuses on the following:

Understand, 

measure and report 

carbon emissions

Explore new 

technologies

Evaluate economic 

opportunities to reduce 

GHG emissions intensity

Evaluate opportunities, 

where possible, to 

participate in carbon 

markets & infrastructure
D

Safeguarding our atmosphere & air

Goals for emissions:

Innovation & emissions mitigation

Against this backdrop, New Wave is actively working to establish baselines and targets for quantified

reductions in greenhouse gas emissions against which we can benchmark our future performance.

Developing these targets takes into consideration current and future policy drivers, the growth profile

of the organization and offset market opportunities.

We have identified that investing capital into green pumping technology is one of the leading tactics

we can deploy to achieve reductions. New Wave will continue to evaluate further opportunities to

reduce or keep our GHG intensity in line with other, best-in-class operators.

94 million
of CO2 prevented from 

entering the atmosphere

2.4 million
Trucks removed 

from the road

16
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Water, Waste Management & 
Taking Care of the Land

Water use for the hydraulic fracturing process is one of the key drivers in the cycle to reach and

sustain production targets and meet the world’s ongoing demand for energy. To effectively meet

water management requirements and support hydraulic fracturing, industry must address the

sourcing, delivery, recovery, storage and re-use of water. Both New Wave and our producer clients

undertake comprehensive planning to implement development strategies, ensure adequate

equipment and manpower is available when required for frac operations, and plan for the post-frac

storage and handling of flowback water once wells are on production. Our water management

operations have grown to include a vast infrastructure of pumps, lay-flat hoses and a network of

tanks to effectively supply our producing clients’ water needs.

Not only do we face challenges in planning and orchestrating strategies to manage water for our
clients, but New Wave also faces the challenge of maintaining a social license to operate in an
increasingly hostile environment for oil and natural gas developers. Our Water Group ’s mandate is
to ensure all operations are conducted in a manner that not only meets but where possible,
exceeds all regulatory guidelines and industry best practices. Our team regularly conducts
comprehensive reviews on all aspects of water management operations to assess where cost
saving measures and optimization opportunities can be implemented. Further, we seek to
continuously improve our processes to enhance operational efficiency as well as elevate the
perception of how New Wave by the communities where we operate.

SDG 6: CLEAN WATER & SANITATION 
Whenever possible, New Wave will use water conservation measures to 
ensure our operations meet or exceed all regulatory guidelines as well as 
industry best practices. In addition, we place a high importance on 
ensuring our business leaves a positive impact on the communities where 
we operate.

Water: the backbone of our business

17

“
An effective water management strategy aids 
in addressing both short-term and long-term 
water management needs.
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Wherever possible, New Wave will utilize water conservation measures, including immediately

repair on any equipment leaking water, use of a broom rather than a hose for cleaning, equipment

upgrades for efficiency and continuing education for employees on the benefits of sustainable

behaviors.

Accurate fluid forecasts provide the ability to plan both near-term and long-term water transfer

equipment, manpower and client needs. Modifications to corporate development plans along with

the seasonal variability in moisture levels necessitate the need to plan ahead and be able to react to

seasonal fluctuations. We are also able to use this process for tracking and predicting busy times of

the year and adjusting our resources and workflows accordingly.

“
Our Technical Group’s experience, range of services
and innovative technologies offer clients a host of
efficient solutions to minimize water-related costs
and optimize environmental performance.

Water management and targets Water conservation

Water transfer forecasting

As its name suggests, the role of New Wave’s Technical Water Management Group (our “Technical

Group”) is to manage all water-related activities within the company. The Technical Group’s primary

mandate is to support completion operations for our producer clients by providing a continuous,

usable supply of services to move the source water needed for hydraulic fracturing.

Our Technical Group is focused on ensuring the following objectives are achieved:

Evolving external factors such as seasonal variability of freshwater sources, changing regulatory
policies and an ongoing elevation of industry best practices constantly require our Technical Group
to quickly react.

Maintaining a high standard of safety and abiding by regulatory standards

Efficiently managing fluid handling logistics

Maintaining and monitoring fluid forecasts

Ensuring consistent source water quality

Continuously looking for opportunities to reduce costs and optimize operations, while reducing

GHG emissions.
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Protecting the Land & Inhabitants

At New Wave, we pride ourselves on operating in the most responsible, efficient, and safe manner possible and we prioritize protecting the land

on which we operate and its important biodiversity. Tactics we use to achieve this goal include:

• Carefully plan our work to ensure the land and fresh water sources are protected, while eliminating waste generation.

• Utilize secondary containment on our pumps, which can include either engineered, double-walled secondary containment or a spill

containment berm.

• Mitigate against the risk of leaks by pressure-testing and hydrostatic-testing all transfer lines.

• Adhere to the Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) regulations when accessing fresh water sources.

• While accessing fresh water, utilize specially constructed DFO boxes that prevent negative impacts to animal life.

• All spills are reported to New Wave whether of reportable or non reportable quantities as outlined by Alberta Energy Regulator (AER) in

Canada, and the United States Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA).

• Act quickly and diligently to clean up and backfill any spills that may happen and perform the necessary remediation.

• In the event of a spill, investigate to identify root causes and implement corrective actions and preventive measures to eliminate risk of

recurrence.

Further, all employees are trained on New Wave’s safe work procedures (SWP) regarding spill containment and spill response and are required to

regularly review and acknowledge their understanding.

Spill / incident prevention and mitigation 

New Wave’s exploration and production clients are directly responsible for lease and site preparation and the associated land disturbance, 

but New Wave takes the following measures to help reduce our specific impact:

• Modular tanks are engineered to lock in place and are typically set on a bed of sawdust on level ground, with dual liners to prevent 
spills. On produced water jobs, bird netting is placed over them to prevent wildlife from inadvertently entering the tanks through the open top.

• To further mitigate against spill risk, all New Wave pumps feature built-in containment systems, which are then placed into secondary containment.

• Although New Wave does not manufacture or sell drilling / hydraulic fracturing fluids, should a customer require us to handle chemicals on site, 
we follow all appropriate handling instructions from third party providers who are directly responsible for manufacturing and selling these chemicals. 
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New Wave monitors all waste generated from the worksite to identify unnecessary waste and conducts regular reviews with a focus on eliminating or reducing waste production on operations or processes

under our control. An efficient material management system is used to reduce the impact on the environment by limiting the number of materials that are used, left over as waste, or transported.

Whenever possible, we use energy conservation measures, which includes initiatives such as shutting down equipment when not in use, choosing energy efficient light bulbs, and adopting new energy

efficient technologies.

Waste prevention

As part of responsibly integrating environmental considerations across our business, New Wave thinks about the impact products have on the environment before purchasing. Products which have minimal

environmental impact, are composed of recycled, renewable materials and are energy efficient are all given priority. We aim to use the most efficient vehicles and equipment throughout all of our operations
and them in good condition with up-to-date preventative maintenance. Further we strive to avoid idling unnecessarily and will use alternative fuels where possible.

Purchasing

Within modular tanks, we achieve containment by lining the tank with two layers of high-density polyethylene (HDPE) liner material similar to that used in the lining of produced water ponds. New Waves uses

a third-party vendor that recycles used liners for repurposing into various consumer and industrial products which offers a more environmentally-friendly approach than sending used liners for disposal in
landfills, which is a common practice

Liner recycling

During the waterfowl migration season (typically March to November) all modular storage tanks are covered with one inch bird netting to deter birds from landing on the water in the tanks. Tanks are also

inspected daily during frac and flowback operations to ensure all netting is in good condition.

Wildlife protection / mitigation

20
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Governance, Ethics and Integrity

New Wave is committed to conducting our business responsibly and with integrity, prioritizing safety,

trust and accountability in everything we do. We believe sound corporate governance practices are

critical for our employees, shareholders, customers, and for our relationships within the local

communities. Our Board provides ethical oversight, ensuring we adhere to appropriate disclosure,

corporate practices and policies that are designed to enhance both our resilience and our profitability.

New Wave’s Board members bring a diverse mix of skills, expertise and qualified experience promoting

our values and strategy which are the core frameworks of how we do business. We believe diversity

makes us stronger, and we are actively expanding the expertise and skill sets within our Board of

Directors.

10.5 yrs
Average Board tenure

Our board of directors 

Liam Balfour

Chief Executive Officer & President, 
Director since April 2012

Sony Gill 

Director since December 2011; Member  
of the Audit, Compensation and Health, 
Safety & Environment Committee

Ryan Leininger 

Executive Vice President, US Operations; 
Director since December 2016

Reginald Greenslade 

Director since December 2011; Member 
of the Audit, Compensation and Health, 
Safety & Environment Committee

Customers, vendors, shareholders, and employees all rely on the integrity and ethical strength of

New Wave, which drives our commitment to following our established New Wave Energy Services
Code of Conduct (the “Code”). New Wave will operate and conduct ourselves in compliance with
applicable laws wherever we operate and with the high ethical standards of our Code, which
applies to all directors, officers and employees.

Our Board recognizes the importance of good governance for continued growth and investor 
confidence and continually reviews corporate governance practices.

Ethical governance and transparency

• Code of Conduct

• Capital Spending Policy

• Professional Appearance and Image Policy 

• Business Expense and Corporate Credit 
Card Policy 

• Fuel Card and Fuel Card Usage Policy 

• Disciplinary Action Policy 

• Drug and Alcohol Policy 

• Discrimination, Bullying and Harassment Policy

• Cell Phone Use and Social Media Policy

• Privacy Policy

• Media Relations Policy

• Use and Sign Out of Company Equipment Policy

• Workplace Violence Policy

• Safety Policy

Key corporate and governance policies 
New Wave maintains numerous key policies and guidelines designed to help steward the Company,

inform our employees and other stakeholders and mitigate risk.

25%
Of board is BIPOC

20%
Target for female board 

diversity in 2023

ESG targets aligned with strategy

Board oversight encompasses 
ESG opportunities and risks

Audit Compensation
Health, Safety & 

Environment

Board of Directors
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SDG 16: PEACE, JUSTICE AND STRONG INSTITUTIONS
New Wave operates under the most stringent ethical framework and we
maintain robust policies that cover anti-corruption. Our code of conduct
ensures fair and ethical practices are followed based on industry
standards and best practices.

New Wave’s management and board remain strongly aligned with shareholders through their significant ownership position and prudent compensation philosophy that structures incentive compensation with the

view to effectively balancing short-term and long-term performance. We strive to ensure our compensation program is competitive and supports our ability to attract and retain high-quality individuals who are

critical to the success of our business. Our short-term annual incentive program is determined by the achievement of performance indicators derived from our board approved annual budget. Our long-term

incentive program focuses on deliverables that align with our longer-term strategy.

Compensation is comprised of fixed and variable pay which align with a performance-driven culture, and incentives are tied to the achievement of goals with a significant portion of compensation based on 
combined corporate and individual performance. A significant percentage of our executive’s total compensation takes the form of short and long-term incentives that are dependent upon financial and operational 
results with a focus on long-term value creation, which aligns with our shareholders’ best interests. Through performance management, we recognize not only what is achieved but also how it is achieved, and we 
seek to reinforce behaviours that are consistent with our internally adopted Code of Conduct, along with our overall focus on safe execution and operational efficiency.

Shareholder alignment

Across the spectrum, New Wave strives to achieve responsible supply chain management,

proactively considering social and environmental considerations as part of our supplier selection
and decision making around products and services. Before making the final decision on vendor
selection, we would typically source quotes on products or services from several different
providers; balancing costs with service capabilities and assess the impact on sustainability. Where

possible, we strive to support North American-based providers and those vendors providing
services within our local communities.

Responsible and ethical supply chains

22
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TOPIC ACCOUNTING METRIC LOCATION IN REPORT

Emissions Reduction Services & Fuels 
Management 

Total fuel consumed, percentage renewable, percentage used in: (1) on-road equipment and vehicles and (2) off-road equipment Future disclosure

Description of strategy or plans to address air emissions-related risks, opportunities, and impacts See page 16

Percentage of engines in service that meet Tier 4 compliance for non-road diesel engine emissions Future disclosure

Water Management Services 
Average volume of water used per volume of gas or oil extracted by (1) fresh water and (2) recycled water N/A

Description of strategy or plans to address water consumption and disposal-related risks, opportunities, and impacts Pages 17-19

Chemicals Management

Average amount of hydraulic fracturing fluid and proppant consumed per volume of gas or oil extracted N/A

Percentage of hydraulically fractured wells for which there is public disclosure of all fracturing fluid chemicals used N/A

Description of strategy or plans to address chemical-related risks, opportunities, and impacts Page 19-20

Ecological Impact Management
Average disturbed acreage per (1) oil and (2) gas well site N/A

Description of strategy or plan to address risks and opportunities related to ecological impacts from core activities Pages 17-20

Health, Safety & 
Emergency 
Management

(1) Total Recordable Injury Frequency (TRIF) Page 9

(2) Fatality Rate Page 9

(3) Near Miss Frequency Rate Page 9

(4) Total Vehicle Incident Rate (TVIR) for (a) full-time employees, (b) contract employees, and (c) short-service employees Page 9

Discussion of management systems used to integrate a culture of safety and emergency preparedness throughout the value chain and
project lifecycles

Pages 9-11

Business Ethics & 
Payments Transparency

Amount of net revenue in countries that have the 20 lowest rankings in Transparency International’s Corruption Perception Index N/A

Description of the management system for prevention of corruption and bribery throughout the value chain Pages 21-22

Management of the Legal & 
Regulatory Environment

Amount of political campaign spending, lobbying expenditures, and contributions to tax-exempt groups including trade associations N/A

Five largest political, lobbying, or tax-exempt group expenditures N/A

Critical Incident Risk Management Description of the management systems used to identify and mitigate catastrophic and tail-end risks. Pages 9-11, 21

23
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We have taken care to ensure the information in this report is accurate. However, the data presented in this report includes aspirational goals, approximations, and estimates, which will differ from actual results, and is for
informational purposes only. We disclaim any liability whatsoever for errors or omissions. Some of the information in this report may have been disclosed previously in other New Wave disclosure, and such disclosure is not
intended in any way to be qualified, amended, modified or supplemented by information herein.

Material may be used within this report to describe issues for voluntary sustainability reporting that are considered to have the potential to significantly affect sustainability performance in our view and may be important in the
eyes of internal or external stakeholders. However, material for the purposes of this report should not be read as equating to any use of the word in other public reporting or filings. This report does not provide investment
advice, and readers are responsible for making their own financial and investment decisions.

There is no single standard system that applies across companies for compiling and calculating the quantity of GHG emissions and other sustainability metrics attributable to our operation. Accordingly, such information may
not be comparable with similar information reported by other companies. Our GHG emissions are derived from public and regulator reported data generated from a combination of measured volumes and advanced
engineering estimates that may be different from those applicable to the financial information used in our consolidated financial statements and are, in particular, subject to less sophisticated internal documentation as well as
preparation and review requirements, including the general internal control environment. We may change our policies for calculating these GHG emissions and other sustainability metrics in the future without prior notice.

This report contains certain forward-looking information related to future, not past events, and circumstances –including those which may relate to our strategies, focus, goals, ambitions, aims, targets, plans, objectives,
operations, results and financial performance. The use of any of the words "will", "may", "anticipate", "expect", "objective", "believe", "plans", "intends", "potential", "continue", and similar expressions are intended to identify
those forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements involve risk and uncertainty because they relate to events and depend on circumstances that will or may occur in the future and are outside of our control. These
statements are only predictions. Actual results or outcomes may differ from those expressed in such statements. Although we believe that the expectations reflected in the forward-looking statements are reasonable, we
cannot guarantee future results, levels of activity, performance or achievement since such expectations are inherently subject to significant business, economic, competitive, political and social uncertainties and contingencies.
Many factors could cause our actual results to differ materially from those expressed or implied in any forward-looking statements made by, or on our behalf, in this report. More particularly and without limitation, this report
contains forward-looking information and statements about: our goals, strategy, plans and focus; our ESG practices, initiatives, plans, goals and reporting and the impact and timings thereof; our ongoing post-pandemic plan
in response to COVID-19; our goal to assign financial and qualitative values to risks and opportunities; the development of business systems and processes to provide prospective data and better inform decision making; New
Wave’s ESG commitments and goals relating thereto including with respect to: prioritizing health and safety, including the continued implementation of our comprehensive health and safety management system; supporting
our people through ongoing training and educational opportunities; creating an environment of accountability with respect to diversity, inclusion and equality; providing meaningful financial support to local communities;
reducing GHG and CO2 emissions, lowering GHG emission intensity and reinvesting carbon offset revenues into clean technology development (e.g. green pumping technology); water management including adherence to
regulatory guidelines and industry best practices, water treatment, spill prevention and mitigation, waste prevention and wildlife protection; and ethical governance and transparency. Forward-looking information is based on
a number of factors and assumptions which have been used to develop such information, but which may prove to be incorrect. In addition to other factors and assumptions which may be identified in this report, assumptions
have been made regarding and are implicit in, among other things, our ability to implement and the success of our ESG practices, initiatives and plans, the timings thereof and impact on New Wave achieving its goals relating
thereto including with respect to: prioritizing health and safety, including the continued implementation of our comprehensive health and safety management system; executing our pandemic preparedness plan in response
to COVID-19; supporting our people through ongoing training and educational opportunities; creating an environment of accountability with respect to diversity, inclusion and equality; providing meaningful financial support
to local communities; reducing GHG and CO2 emissions, lowering GHG emission intensity and reinvesting carbon offset revenues into clean technology development (e.g. green pumping technology); water management
including adherence to regulatory guidelines and industry best practices, spill prevention and mitigation, waste prevention and wildlife protection; and ethical governance and transparency. Readers are cautioned that the
foregoing list is not exhaustive of all factors and assumptions which have been used.

Advisories
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Advisories (cont’d)
This report contains future-oriented financial information and financial outlook information (collectively, “FOFI”) about New Wave’s prospective revenue and EBITDA, each of which are subject to the same assumptions, risk
factors, limitations and qualifications as set forth in the above paragraphs. FOFI contained in this report was approved by management as of the date of this report and was provided for the purpose of providing further
information about New Wave’s anticipated future business operations. New Wave disclaims any intention or obligation to update or revise any FOFI contained in this report, whether as a result of new information, future
events or otherwise, unless required pursuant to applicable law. Readers are cautioned that the FOFI contained in this report should not be used for purposes other than for which it is disclosed herein.

This report contains the term “EBITDA”, which is a non-IFRS financial measure. New Wave uses this measure to help evaluate its performance. This measure does not have any standardized meaning prescribed by IFRS and
therefore may not be comparable to similar measures for other entities. “EBITDA” means net income before interest expense, income taxes expense (recovery) and depreciation and amortization, and management considers
it to be an important measure to assist in assessing the financial performance of New Wave.

Although New Wave believes that the expectations and assumptions on which the forward-looking statements are based are reasonable, undue reliance should not be placed on the forward-looking statements because New
Wave can give no assurance that they will prove to be correct. Since forward-looking statements address future events and conditions, by their very nature they involve inherent risks and uncertainties. Actual results could
differ materially from those currently anticipated due to a number of factors and risks. These risks and uncertainties include, but are not limited to: risks associated with the oil and gas water management industry in general
(e.g., operational risks in development, exploration and production of oil and gas; delays or changes in plans with respect to exploration or development projects or capital expenditures in the oil and gas industry; the
uncertainty of estimates and projections relating to revenue, costs and expenses; and health, safety, environmental and regulatory risks), commodity prices and exchange rate fluctuations, changes in legislation affecting the
oil and gas industry and the oil and gas water management industry, failure of counter-parties to perform contractual obligations; reliance on relationships with customers and failure to maintain strategic business
relationships; and uncertainties resulting from potential delays or changes in plans with respect to capital expenditures; litigation risks; and the spread of the COVID-19 virus and the impact on New Wave’s business and the
demand for New Wave’s services, global supply chains and economic activity in general. These and other risks are set out in more detail in New Wave’s annual management’s discussion and analysis for the year ended
December 31, 2021 and each of the periods ended March 31, 2022 and June 30, 2022 (collectively, the “MD&As”).

Forward-looking information is based on current expectations, estimates and projections that involve a number of risks and uncertainties which could cause actual results to differ materially from those anticipated by the
proposed management and described in the forward-looking information. The forward-looking information contained in this report is made as of the date hereof and the proposed management undertakes no obligation to
update publicly or revise any forward-looking information, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise, unless required by applicable securities laws. The forward-looking information contained in this
report is expressly qualified by this cautionary statement.
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Calgary, Alberta
Canadian Corporate Office
Suite 1955, 140 4th Ave SW
Calgary, AB T2P 3N3 Tel: (403) 453-2925

Follow us: 

Midland, Texas
US Corporate Office
Suite 2201, 303 W. Wall St.
Midland, TX 79701 Tel: (432) 561-8382
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